Let me tell a story. My husband who happens to be among those scientists likes to have honey with his morning tea. I put the honey would dissove and become softer. In fact, it ran down the spoon like water. Well, my husband was flabberghast when he noticed that I had changed the state of aggregation of the honey from solid to liquid, and moreover, the shear stress of this Newtonian fluid was now reduced to minimum. Before I forget: is honey a Newtonian fluid, after all? I shouldn't have that question because the honey flowed continuously down onto �Y husband's trousers thus demonstrating a beautiful �ting process. There was a significant correlation bi� husband's psycho-rheologic reaction and the st1ck.;( honey on his trousers. At this point, I take the li�erty to cite the paper "Psychorheologie von Emul�en" of P. Stern *, H. Valentova and J. Pokorny, ln�titu1efor Hydrodynamics, Prag. The results of these authors will surely improve the understanding of the re action of honey-coated husbands in the future.
Wh n I had regained my original elasticity tensor from psy�rheologic interaction I started planning for dinner. How : : a b out a French vinaigrette for the salad? I mixed the o ive oil with some vinegar, added an egg yolk and some herbs, and I had the nicest 0/W-emulsion you can think�of! I put it into the freezer, see, I did that somewha ynamic-mechanically which was foolish as it turned out:later. Foolishly, I had not considered the influence of the measuring system on the freezin point of the watery phase, and to top it of, I had completely neglected the cor;relation of the freezing point with the irreversible increase of the consistency of the stuff when putting it into the freezer for hours. Everyone wants to relax someti{nes _,See , we have a special Apparatus for Relaxation Measurements which is called bath tub. There is nothing like a sooth ing hot bath in case your strain-energy function or whatever you scientists call it equals zero_ I usually take hot water in order to produce a certain hydro static pressure under which you can enjoy a measur able shear relaxation. The water flow was a steady one, and I checked the temperature expansion in the Apparatus which was fine. So I climbed into the Apparatus and found the measurements of A. Kralj *** and I. Emri in the Center for Experimental Mechanics, Lj ubljana, in full agreement with the bath tub equip ment in our house.
Ladies and Gentlemen, I am coming to the end of my paper thus concluding that Conferences like this one do represent a fine piece of art in rheology but no matter how hard the authors try there is still and will always be a considerable lack of applicable results as far as the normal human being is concerned.
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